
'Mirror Moments'
 Campaign



Location

London
Bristol
Manchester
Leeds
Nottingham
Sheffield
Liverpool
Birmingham
Coventry

Please note: All marketing will be distributed in major cities
across England & Wales:

When advertised in Wales, the below logo will be used as
part of the OOH campaign e.g. in Cardiff where the highest
number of Welsh speakers are found (101,800): 

Target Audience
OOH adverts will be placed at bus stops, train station
platforms, and locations where research and data
suggest the majority of the target group Gen Z/Millenials
(ages 24-44) gather.Cardiff

Newport
St Davids
St Asaph
Swansea
Bangor

Campaign Live Dates

December 2022 - December 2023
To emphasise donations are important all year round

OOH, Social Media:

Door Drop, Experiential:
January 2023, April 2023, July 2023, Oct 2023



Research

Insight

Idea

Psychologically, a quick glance in the mirror reaffirms
our sense of self. Mirrors help us regulate our emotions
and sync up with ourselves and others. 

Taking a look in the mirror is so much more than simply
staring at your physical body. You are not only staring at
your physical self but also looking down into your inner
self.

Touchpoint 1: OOH Ads If people are more likely to build emotional awareness
when they see their reflection, why not have in-built
mirrors as part of the billboard design?

In line with YMCA's purpose headline, "Everyone should have
a fair chance to discover who they are and what they can
become". 

Passerbys will see their reflections incorporated into 
 'moments' that we believe everyone deserves to experience.
These moments will link to the services YMCA provides.

Goal
To raise awareness of YMCA through copy and creative
To address the misconceptions about the services YMCA
provide
To address the fact that YMCA is inclusive of people of all
backgrounds: gender, race, sexuality, faith and non-faith



Passersby will see their own reflection in the mirror.
This advocates the fact that the YMCA is inclusive of people of all

backgrounds
 

Promoting the Housing
service provided by  YMCA

 

Inspired by the story of Archimedes & the bathtub

QR Code will direct them to the donation
page on the website

Reiterates YMCA's purpose that 'Everyone should have a fair
chance to discover who they are and what they can become'

Seeing themselves will allow them to reflect, get in touch with
their emotions and empathise 



Promoting the Training & Education service
provided by YMCA

 

Using relatability to address the importance of
Education.



Using humour to address the importance of good
health and wellbeing.

Promoting the Health & Wellbeing 
service provided by the YMCA

 



 
Promoting the Family & Youth Work service

provided by YMCA
 

Inspired by the quote from Lilo & Stich,
'Ohana means family. Family means no one

gets left behind or forgotten'



 
Promoting the Support & Advice service provided

by the YMCA
 

Using humour to address the importance of
having someone to speak to.



Customer Journey: Touchpoint 1

Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

Customer 
Activities

Customer 
Goals

Experience

Touchpoint

See OOH ads and engage with
witty, relatable content

 Wonder whether there is 
 money or time to donate

Visit website through QR
code to make a donation

Continue to
donate all year
round

Help give back to the community Donate easily and efficiently Feel good
about YMCA

OOH Website donation

---------------------------------------

Social Media 

Humoured, touched and curious Questioning, Hesitating Happy

Asks around or checks the
website for more info

Happy

Pain Points Money leaving pocket How much should I donate?
Will I get spammed with
emails?

Am I going to see
how my money
makes an impact? 

Unaware of whether this is the
best charity to donate towards

---------------------------------------



Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

NGO Goal Increase awareness of YMCA
and what it stands for 

Turn donors into
permanent donors
Retain volunteers

KPIs No. of people reached within the
target group

No. of new website donors
obtained within the target group

Volunteer
retention rate
No. of permanent
donors

Gain more donors aged 24-44
years old

Increase number of website
visitors within target group

No. of people who donate
Value of donations made
No. of new volunteers



Research

Insight

Idea

Touchpoint 2: Door Drops

Goal

Subliminal affirmations are messages (visual or auditory)
that bypass our conscious mind and get directly to our
subconscious.

In psychology, subliminals essentially have the power to
influence. 

If we want our target audience to donate money, why
don't we include subliminal affirmations in our door drop
design? This should subconsciously guide them toward
making the decision to donate. 

Send door drops in the form of invitations to our next
event, to our targeted demographic: 24-44-year-olds. 
Include subliminal messaging and mirrors as part of the
design. 

To generate a significant number of new
donors/volunteers within the target audience
Drive traffic to the YMCA website and encourage
online donations



Addressed with a mirror rather than name in order to follow the OOH theme

Affirmations guiding
 target audience to donate

QR Code to donations and
events page Eco-friendly envelope which can be

folded and recycled into a table mirror

Gives target group a chance to self-reflect and emotionally connect 

Flexible mirror sheets to
prevent cracking/damage 



Subliminal messaging in the form of
print design  (e.g. I am Generous, I am
kind etc) subconsciously guiding
 target audience to donate

Short messaging to
invoke curiosity and
drive traffic to the
website

Continuing with the theme
of 'moments' everyone
deserves to experience

YMCA bright colours to evoke positivity.

Invitation to the next event



Customer Journey: Touchpoint 2

Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

Customer 
Activities

Customer 
Goals

Experience

Touchpoint

Receive an invitation to YMCA
immersive art and light
exhibition

Fascinated with the unique
design 

Scans the QR code for
more info

Passes info about
the event onto
friends and family

Help give back to the
community
Visit a cool exhibition

Donates
Attends exhibition

Posts on socials 

Door Drops Donates/orders tickets
through the website

--------------------------------------

Pain Points Am I free on the days of the
event?

Website event page and socials 

-------------------------------------- Will I learn something?
Hopefully it'll be worth it

--------------------------

Social media

Surprised, curious Excited, questioning Excited 'I have to tell
 everyone!'



Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

NGO Goal Increase awareness of YMCA
and what it stands for

KPIs No. of people reached within the
target group

Gain more donors aged 24-44
years old

Volunteer
retention rate
No. of permanent
donors

Turn donors into
permanent donors
Retain volunteers

Increase number of website
visitors within target group

No. of people who donate
Value of donations made
No. of new volunteers
No. of people who get tickets

No. of  visitors directed to the
website through the door drop
QR code



Light installations and immersive art exhibitions have 
 increased in popularity. Gen Z has a deeply personal
relationship with processes of curating, creating and
distributing art. 

Research

Insight

Idea

Touchpoint 3: Experiential
By being immersed in a process, Gen Z'ers and Millenials
are able to deeply connect with the topic at hand. Let's
immerse them!

Inspired by 'The Wall of Dreams' by Morten
Sondergaard.

An immersive and interactive pop-up gallery/exhibition
(London and Cardiff) called 'My Mirror Moments' will
display affirmations and 'moments' young people at the
YMCA hope to experience. 

Goal
To generate a significant number of new
donors/volunteers within the target audience
To increase user-generated content on socials
To create year-round relevance by hosting for one
week every season



Touch screen which
allows you to read in-
depth stories behind the
statements displayed
on the wall 

Different rooms catering to different
services. E.g. this is the Family &
Youth Work room

Touch Screen to donate
towards this particular service

Entries from every
month to show the
importance of donating
all year round

Family-related moments
young people at the YMCA
want to experience.



The 'Support & Advice' room

Problems and
issues are not
seasonal. They
are constant. 



solar energy powering the lights and digital mirror screens

Mirrors displaying the affirmations   
input by visitors

Ability to enter 
 'moments' that you want
to experience through the
interactive panel



Customer Journey: Touchpoint 3

Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

Customer 
Activities

Customer 
Goals

Experience

Touchpoint

Visit the Exhibition alone or
with friends/family

Visit website through QR code
panels at the exhibition to
make donations there and then

Posts on socials 
Share experience
Follows YMCA on
socials

Learn more about other's
experiences and lives

Learn and educate myself Can I volunteer?

Website donation

-------------------------------------

Pain Points

Experiential

Enter the different rooms
and read real stories

Hopefully my donation
made a real difference

What if I look bad for
not donating enough?

Excited, curious Emotional, touched Emotional, hopeful Impacted, hopeful

Social media

-------------------------------------

-------------------------------------

------------------------



Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

NGO Goal Increase awareness of YMCA
and what it stands for 

KPIs No. of people reached within the
target group

No. of new website donors
obtained within the target
group

Increase awareness around
YMCA for ages 24-44 year olds

Generate positive reviews
about the event

No. of people within target
group who attend the event

No. of people who donate
No. of new volunteers
Value of donations made

Volunteer
retention rate
No. of permanent
donors

Turn donors into
permanent donors
Retain volunteers



Research

Insight

Idea

Touchpoint 4: Social Media

Goal

When a story catches our attention and engages us, we
are more likely to absorb the message and meaning
within it than if the same message was presented simply
in facts and figures. Use the stories of real people at YMCA to create a year-long

social campaign (Instagram) of diary entries.
#MyMirrorMoments

Use BeReal as a platform for donors to see daily 'moments'
and updates of what goes on behind the scenes.

Gain long-term, loyal donors/retain volunteers
To engage new audiences year-round
Build authenticity

We are more likely to connect with people and stories,
rather than a brand. 



Each month, 4 young
volunteers will share
their life stories and
take the limelight on
our socials.

UGC of the event will
take over socials 
 (Instagram and TikTok)
as the latest 'must see
exhibition' across
England and Wales.

Advocating the fact
that issues are still
present during the
warmer months -
although it can feel
less urgent to the
public.



A common problem with asking for charity donations are 
that donors are unsure if their money is going to the right places. 

Daily 'moments' will be shared on BeReal, so donors
can see where their money is REALLY going

Helps build authenticity and establish trust
through transparency

Shows behind the
scenes, raw footage



Customer Journey: Touchpoint 4

Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

Customer 
Activities

Customer 
Goals

Experience

Touchpoint

Keep up to date with the
campaign and stories on socials

Follow the accounts 
Attend the event
Donate via website

Continues to follow
social channels

Help give back to the community  Get inspired
Learn more about
YMCA

Repost on own
social channels 

Social Media: Instagram, TikTok
and BeReal

Website donation

-

Pain Points

--------------------------------------

Come across the OOH, event or
social campaign on social media 

Look through social channels
to see the content 
Look for more details on the
event or campaign

Makes me feel sad and guilty

Guilty, sad, mixed emotions Happy 

--------------------------------------

Curious, interested Happy 

They're not posting
as much content as
I'd like

--------------------------------------

Can I volunteer?

Website, social media -------------------------



Stage Awareness Consideration Decision Loyalty

NGO Goal Increase awareness of YMCA
and what it stands for

Turn visitors into
permanent
followers 

KPIs No. of people reached within the
target group

No. of new followers obtained
within the target group on
Instagram and TikTok

Increase no. of followers on
social accounts

Viral posts 
UGC 
Reposts  
Donations via website

No. of people who
donate/value of donations
made

Turn donors into
permanent donors
Retain volunteers

No. of posts with the
#MyMirrorMoments on
Instagram and TikTok
No. of web articles about the
event
Value of donations made

Volunteer
retention rate
Followers
retention rate
No. of permanent
donors



 Thank You!


